
Raku Saggar Firing 

I highly recommend two sources of information on saggar firing in Raku kilns.  Chapter 9 of the 
book Naked Raku and Related Bare Clay Techniques, edited by Eduardo Lazo, is titled “Clay 
Saggars in a Raku Kiln” and is authored by Linda and Charlie Riggs.  Shortly after this book was 
published, the Riggs authored an article in the May/June 2012 issue of Pottery Making 
Illustrated.  The article can be found on page 29 and is titled “Fast-Firing Saggars.”  Both are 
very good sources of information for learning the basics of saggar firing in Raku kilns. 

Clay:  I use Alligator 210 or Laguna B-Mix.  Any smooth white body, mid-fire or high fire, that is 
not too sensitive to thermal shock. 

Preparing the pots:  I prefer a smooth surface for this process.  Use the process that you prefer.  
I have not yet tried a highly textured surface, but now that I think about it, I will try it soon. 

Saggars:  I use Terracotta flower pots as saggars.  I get one or two firing per flower pot due to 
cracks.  The watering dish that matches the pot is used as a lid.  The lid lasts two to four firings.  
It would be much better to make your own saggars from a high fire, groggy body.  My throwing 
technique is not yet good enough to throw large, matching pots.  The Riggs use two large, 
matching bowl forms.   
 
Loading the Saggars:  I generally fire one saggar at a time.  I could probably fit two eight inch 
flower pots in my kiln, but so far I have been testing a single change in the colorant per firing.  I 
use a small piece of bone dry clay to cover the drain hole in the bottom of the flower pot.   
A handful of sawdust (a Carbon source) or dried leaves or just about any dried plant material is 
placed in the bottom of the saggar.  This will produce a dark, smoky area at the bottom of the 
pot, as well as produce a reduction environment in the saggar.  Sprinkle the sawdust with other 
colorants.  The Riggs use a mixture of 1 part Copper Carbonate and 5 parts table salt.  This 
mixture makes it easy to evenly spread small amounts of Copper Carbonate.  The colorants I 
have tired are Copper Carbonate, Cobalt Carbonate, salt, sugar (a Carbon source), and various 
dried or powdered plant fertilizers.  These additives will produce other colors (greens, blues, 
and sometimes pinks and reds) and change the pattern of how the colors interact with the pot.  
Rock salt for example will sometimes produce a small circle of no colorant surrounded by deep 
colorant. 

Place the pot on top of the mixture.  Drape strands of steel wool, brass wool, guitar strings, or 
just about anything else you can think of that might fume and leave color on the pot.  If you are 
using Ferric Chloride as a colorant, apply it a couple of hours in advance and let the pot dry in a 
sunny spot before putting it in the saggar.  Place the lid on the saggar.  If the lid fits tightly, I use 
a small piece of Kaowool between the lid and saggar to allow the gasses to escape without 
building up pressure in the saggar.   



Firing Saggars:  Place the saggar(s) in the Raku kiln.  My Raku kiln has two pyrometers.  I bought 
an inexpensive, two-channel, handheld pyrometer off of the Internet from a Taiwanese 
company.  It would be very difficult to reproduce results with this technique without a 
pyrometer.  Light the kiln and let it heat up slowly to 500 °F – usually 10 to 15 minutes.  If there 
is any possibility that there might be some moisture in the ware, I candle the kiln just below 500 
°F for 10 to 15 minutes.  From 500 °F to 900 °F, I try to heat up at a rate of 100 °F/minute.  From 
900 °F to 1200 °F I slow the heating rate to 50 °F/minute.  The heating rate goes back to 100 
°F/minute from 1200 °F to 1650 °F.  As soon as I reach 1650 °F, I start timing a twenty minute 
soak.  During the soak I use the pyrometers to maintain a kiln temperature of between 1600 °F 
and 1700 °F.  It takes much more tweaking of kiln vent and Propane than I expected in order to 
maintain a constant temperature.   

While heating up, I adjust the kiln vent to peek temperature.  That is, I am looking for a kiln vent 
setting that produces the highest temperature in the kiln while the Propane valve is at a 
constant setting.  Since the vent setting that produces peek temperature at 500 °F is usually 
different than the vent setting needed at 1650 °F, I do not worry much about the vent setting 
until above 1400 °F.  The peek temperature setting produces the best Propane efficiency.   

At the end of the twenty minute soak, I turn off the Propane, and seal the kiln.  I use pieces of 
Kaowool to cover the kiln vent and the Propane burner hole.  When the pyrometers indicate 
the temperature is below 300 °F, I open up the kiln.  The saggar acts as an insulator; thus, the 
ware is still much hotter than 300 °F.  I leave the saggar sealed until I think the outside of the 
saggar is below 300 °F.  I then open the saggar but leave the pot in it for another 30 minutes or 
so. 

Once the pot can be handled with bare hands, I polish it with a soft cloth to remove any debris 
and seal it with acrylic spray, grout sealer, or furniture wax. 

  


